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Destiny locke centric
By AClark

Int. beach 
Sawyer Juliet, sayid and Hurley can be seen putting the 

bodies in a pile in the background and 
Bernard and jinn are standing on the beach looking for the boat.
Jin:
 (Looks to there left and sees someone running to them) Charlie….
Bernard
(Looks to the man running to them) there back!!!! Desmond and 
Charlie are back
Jin: 
(Looks at only one man) no… Desmond
Sawyer and Sayid run up to them and Hurley and Juliet follow
Hurley:
(To Sayid) where’s Charlie
Sayid:
(running up to desmond)where’s Charlie
Desmond:
 I am sorry brother but Charlie is gone
Hurley:
 what do you mean
Desmond: 



we both went down. the station was not flooded. The guy with the 
eyepatch killed two others and I shot him. Then Charlie went in a 
room to flip the switch. He flipped it and a transmission came on. 
It was penny. I don’t know what she said but in a window was the 
man with the eye patch-
Locke
(coming out of the jungle) come with me
Mediem shot of desmond 
END OF TEASER

INT jungle (flashfoward)
Locke is walking throught the jungle when a siron goes off and the 
black smoke appers and locke stares into it. Then is crashes into 
locke and disappears then a man appears next to a tree. Then locke 
hears something and turns around then he sees rose walking up to 
him
Rose
What happened ed to you john
Locke
Destiny
INT beach (end flashfoward)
Desmond: 
what are you doing here
Locke 
I-
Sayid: 
don’t listen to him he is one of them
Locke:
 no I am not desmond
Desmond: 
what do you want
Locke:
I found these people they say that they know you
Desmond:
 who



Locke 
they said that they were here to rescue you
Desmond: 
what
Jack’s voice on walkie talkie:
sayid
Sayid:
(takes walkie talkie out of pocket) yes jack
Jack’s voice:
 Claire wants to know if Charlie is back yet
Sayid(lookes at desmond and then down at the walkie talkie) no 
they are not back yet
Jack: 
okay call when they are back
INT: radio tower day  
Jack and claire are sitting on a log next to the tree where ben is tied 
up
Jack:
(puts down the walkie talkie)you heard him
A siren echos through the clearing
Jack stands up and sees a slither of black smoke go toward the 
radio tower
Far shot of Danielle and alex about fifty feet away from the tower 
with the body of niomi on the gound next to it the smoke goes 
through it and  the tower starts to fall
Jack:
 Danielle!!!! (Runs after her)
Danielle:
(looks up and grabs alex then starts running)
the tower falls and bursts into flames and jack looks up over to see 
where the radio tower once stood and sees a man walking up to it 
from behind it jack walks to him. The same man in the flash 
foward
jack:
 who are you



the man: my name is arthur stevens (pulls out a hand gun and runs 
over to ben and points it at his head) and he is the one who killed 
my people
INT: beach 
Locke is everyone ready
Sawyer:
 well what makes you think that were going with you
Locke:
 I thought you guys wanted to be rescued
Hurley:
 dude we are going to be rescued
 Five men run out of the jungle with riffles and points them at 
desmond jin Bernard sawyer and sayid
Locke pulles out his hand gun and shoots one of them in the chest
Then sawyer pulls out his hand gun and shoot another twice in the 
chest sayid shoots anther two in the chest. Then locke shoots the 
last one in the foot and brenard and hurley grab him.sayid takes out 
his walkie talkie.
Sayid
(yelling)jack jack
INT radio tower day
First we see ben with a gun pointed at his head then turn to see 
jack walking carfuly over to them
Jack:
 easy authur
Authur:
stay back(takes gun off of bens head and points it at jack)
Then he unties ben and walks off into the jungle with ben at 
gunpoint
Jack turns around and sees Danielle and alex coming from the 
flaming radio tower then he hears the walkie talkie in his pocket  
and takes it out
Jack:
sayid
INT beach sunset



Sayid:
five people just ambushed us
Jack:
 and what happened
Sayid
 We killed four and tied up the last one and we are trying to weasel 
information out of him
jack: 
okay tell me when you find out anything
sayid puts the walkie talkie back in his pocket and walks over to 
locke who is standing in front of the prisoner.
Sayid: 
he said anything yet
Locke:
 no nothing
Sayid:
(punches the man in the face) who are you
Man
(spits some blood) russel
Sayid:
 where did you come from 
Russel doesn’t speak
Locke pulls out his hand gun and acts like he was going to shoot 
him
Russel:
 there is no boat we were the ones who contacted you
Desmond
(mumbles to himself) not penny’s boat
Locke approaches desmond
Locke
 now do you want to meet them
INT hydra (flashfoward)
Locke is sitting on a chair opposing ben and another man
Ben
What are you doing here john



Locke 
What do you mean what am I doing here
Ben
Exactly that john
Then a man walks up behind locke and the camra comes up to 
reval Michael  and desmond behind him
Locke
I’m here to shut it down
The mystery man
To shut down what
Locke
It
INT radio tower (end of flashfoward)
Kate walks up to jack who is putting the walkie talkie back in his 
pocket
Kate: 
were going after them
Jack: 
who
Kate
 ben and aurthur
Jack:
 no I meant who’s going 
Kate: 
Clare, Alex, Danielle, rose and I
Jack:
 no kate its too dangerous
Kate:
 I wasn’t asking for your permission I was informing you
Kate walks off to meet rose alex clare and Danielle then you see 
from jacks point of view the women walking off into the jungle
Then we see karl walk up to jack
Karl:
 come on
Jack: 



where are we going 
Karl:
 Were going follow them
Karl:
 If we leave in an hour they won’t see us following them
Jack takes out the walkie talkie and calls the beach
Jack:
(into walkie talkie) sayid
Sayid
 yes jack
Jack
 We need guns so send up someone with guns  as soon as possible 
Sayid: okay if we leave now then we should make it there in about 
an hour
Jack
 okay(puts down walkie talkie
Jack(to karl)
 then that’s when we leave
Int woods day
We see a large group of people and then we focus on Richard who 
is leading them. Then we see cindy walk up behind him
Cindy
so how much longer
Richard
 about five second
The walk into a clearing and see a huge temple. Then we turn to 
see beside the temple is authur with ben’s head at gun point
Richard
 what do you want 
Authur 
directions to the hydra
Richard:
 fine then ben will take you
Ben 
yes I would love to take you



Authur stares at him
INT woods near the radio tower night
Kate, Clare rose, Alex and Danielle are walking through the jungle 
and rose approaches kate
Rose
maybe I should turn back honey I am no use to you and I want to 
be at the radio tower when we go back to the beach
Kate
 okay if you want to
Rose
 bye
Rose turns around and starts to walk back
Kate then looks back and looks a little worried. But then Danielle 
pulls here shoulder to turn her around.
INT radio tower 
Jack and karl stand next to the woods where everyone had just 
went.
Jack heard something and then the van comes bursting out of the 
woods. Then the door opens and hurly, sayid, and, brenard jumped 
out. 
Jack 
Sayid
Jack there is no boat the man that we tied up is the one that called 
you
Jack
What
Hurley
Why do you need the guns dude
Jack
Kate rose alex Danielle and clare went after ben
Brenard
Rose
Jack
Ya and we are going to stop them them
Brenard



Then count me in
Hurly
Me too dudes
sayid 
 why are we stopping them
jack
there is no need if we are going to get off the island
INT jungle
Locke and desmond are walking though the jungle
Desmond
 so who are these people
locke
there names are charlotte, and aurthur 
desmond 
so when do we get there brother
locke
a few hours but I wan to show you something first
then locke walks threw some bushs and we see the dharma pit
locke
this is the place where I was just a day ago  about to kill myself 
after ben had failed
but then I looked up and I saw walt and he told me where you were 
going to be at the time I got you off the beach and it told me where 
rose would be
desmond
well why
locke
destiny 
INT beach
Jin is looking out to the ocean
Then the whispers start

Whisper 
(a crying baby)
whisper 2



save her
whisper 
death
whisper 4
eyepatch
jin stands up and starts running toward the otrigger but is stopped 
by sawyer
sawyer
where you going mute
jin
death to eyepatch save sun
sawyer
ya I know the curse of the eyepatch ooo scary
jin pushs in front of him and gets on the ottrigger
INT temple
Richard walks in the temple followed by cindy.then Richard stops 
becase he hears somthing something. He turned around and see’s 
kate alex deinelle and clare walking out of the jungle.
Richard tie them up.
INT hydra (flashfoward)
Locke and Michael are talking in the living area of the hydra.
Locke
Are you sure that this is him
Michael
Yes never been more sure in  my life
Locke turns to ben who is sitting next to aurthur
Locke
Ben why don’t you go check on your people
Ben gets up and walks away. Then we see in the backround rose 
come out of a room
Rose
john don’t do it
Desmond also comes running out of the same room
Desmond 
Locke don’t



Then the room echos with the siron of the smoke and locke starts 
to look scared  
INT woods (end of flashfoward)
Rose is walking in the jungle and looks lost. Then she trips over a 
log and stumbles through a bush. When she gets up she sees a pit 
and then looks up at locke and desmond.
Locke
I have soming to tell you
Rose 
 what
locke 
 on this island you can never die  but in the real world you will in a 
matter of days
locke (to desmond) and desmond on the island you can see the 
future but in the real world you will be blind and in the real world I 
am in a wheel chair but here I can walk
rose
and why are you telling us this
locke  
because it is your desiny
INT temple
Jack, hurley, sayid, karl, brenard, and jack are hiding in the bushes 
looking at kate alex clare and daneille tied up with a man guarding 
them
Jack
Okay on three we ambush them 
Sayid
Okay
Jack
One two three
They all jump out and aim at the man
The man
Don’t shoot
The man quwickly shot sayid in the shoulder and hurley shoots the 
man twice in the chest



Brenard
Sayid
INT ocean
Jin looks down at the water and dives in he swims down under the 
looking glass and up into it. Jin walks up the ladder and hears 
someone talking. He walks near a door and it revals mikhail 
talking to richard on a walkie talkie
Mikhail
Ya I killed him just like ben said where are you now
Richard
I’m at the temple and I just caught 5 women from the plane
Mikhail hears jin grab a gun from one of the dead bodies. And 
Mikhail comes out of the room and jin shoots him in the chest. 
Mikhial falls and jin grabs the walkie talkie
Jin
You die next
INT hydra (flashfoward)
The room is still shaking and locke pulls out a knife. Lock throws 
it at aurthur in the chest.
Rose
Why did you do that john
Locke
 guys go
desmond 
what
locke
 go
Michael
But walt
Locke
He’s fine (now he’s screaming) go
Then it cuts to desmond, Michael , and rose on a beach and 
something in the water explodes. Then is cuts to ben in the jungle 
hearing the explosion



Then finally it cuts to locke swimming to a tunnel that leads to the 
looking glass
INT jungle clearing
Ben and authur walk through a clearing onto a beach. Ben walks 
over to a small hatch in the ground and opened it
Ben 
There you are
Arthur climbs down and ben pulls out a walkie talkie
Ben(into walkie talkie)
He fell for the trap

LOST


